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Abstract 
 
Since July 2004, the spacecraft Cassini has been in orbit around Saturn on a multiple year 
mission to investigate the Saturnian system. The instrument CIRS on the orbiter scans for 
infrared light that is emitted from the atmospheres on Saturn and Titan, in order to find 
the neccessary information to retrieve temperature and mixing ratio profiles. The 
timelines for the observations are carefully planned since there are different scan modes 
and a trade-off between the spatial and the spectral resolutions. Retrieving the 
temperature and mixing ratio profiles is done by performing an inverse solution of the 
radiative-transfer equation. The parameters may be retrieved at specific altitudes in the 
atmosphere, due to a correlation between frequency and pressure level for each molecule. 
An iteration method is used to merge the calculated data with the observed data, where 
the correct parameters are retrieved. 
 
A part of this thesis was to create an interface written in IDL, which could quickly 
display data from several locations at the same time.With the help partly of this program, 
early observations from the first months of the mission have been analysed, and discussed 
in this report. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Since the early 1960’s, many robotic spacecraft have been sent out into our Solar System 
with the mission to explore and return science for a better understanding. All the planets, 
except Pluto, have been visited so far. Some spacecrafts have been put into orbit, some 
have landed on the bodies and some have only flown by. The latest spacecraft to explore 
the outer solar system is Cassini. This heavy spacecraft was put into orbit around Saturn 
in July 2004, with the goal to explore the Saturnian system for several years. 
 
The aim with this thesis is to focus on the atmospheric probing on Saturn and Titan with 
the instrument onboard Cassini known as the Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS). 
This instrument measures the infrared radiation with a high spectral resolution in a wide 
spectrum, giving the possibility to detect features from different molecules. These 
features may give sufficient information to calculate the temperatures in various altitudes 
in the atmospheres. The volume mixing ratio of the molecules can also be found from the 
spectrum. The calculations are non-linear, and require an iterative method that is 
executed by computer applications. 
 
Since the mission is spanning over a long time, there will be many opportunities to 
perform IR-scans on the atmospheres. Each time Cassini sends back data after, for 
instance, a flyby of Titan; there could be tens to hundreds more datasets to plot. There are 
also many spectral ranges that must be investigated in each plot. Therefore, a solid 
system for receiving and plotting these data was developed to make the whole process as 
fast as possible.  
 
The methods of extracting these data and analyze it will be described in this thesis, along 
with some early scientific results from the first months of the mission at Saturn. 
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2. Background 
 
2.1 Facts About Saturn 
 
Saturn is classified as a gas giant; the mass is 95 times that of Earth, the second largest in 
the Solar system, and mostly composed of the light gases hydrogen and helium. The 
atmosphere is very dynamic, with hurricane-like storms that last for long periods and 
fast-flowing jet streams up to 1,800 km/h around the equator. Saturn is rotating very 
rapidly, where one day is 10.6 hours. This makes the appearance of the planet looking 
remarkably bulged at the equator and flat at the poles as the mass is pushed outwards.  
 
Saturn is only receiving about 1% solar energy compared to Earth, yet it emits more 
energy than it absorbs. Therefore Saturn must have some kind of a mechanism that 
produces this heat flux. A popular theory is that the planet is slowly cooling and thus 
contracting. The potential energy decreases, followed by a loss of heat radiated into 
space. This gravitational contraction of the planet is called the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
mechanism. Another possible explanation for the heat emission could be friction between 
dynamic liquid helium and liquid hydrogen in the interior. 
 
A large amount of moons orbit Saturn. Today they count 31 and it is likely that Cassini 
will discover more. Many of them are tiny, irregularly shaped bodies, and some others 
are more uniformly shaped, with hundreds of kilometers in diameter. Largest by far is 
Titan with its diameter of 5150 kilometers.  
 
The planet also harbors the most spectacular ring system in our Solar system. It consists 
of three main rings (A, B and C), which together are almost 70000 km wide, and also the 
fainter ringlets (D, E, F and G) further out from the planet. The particles that make up the 
rings are in many different sizes, ranging from invisible dust to big boulders. A large part 
of the ring system is made of water ice and the composition appears to vary in the rings. 
Apart from water ice it is most probable that the particles are mostly made of silicates, 
iron oxide or organics, which may best fit the earlier observed spectral features. The 
composition is seen as a major clue to the origin of the ring system as it can be linked to 
the surrounding moons or Saturn itself. There are two major theories today; the rings 
could have been formed by shattered debris from moons or asteroids that have been 
broken apart, or they could have been a leftover from the gas and dust from which the 
planets were formed. 
 
As for the formation of Saturn, it has also proven to be unclear. The abundance of carbon 
and nitrogen is two factors larger than the general solar system values. This suggests that 
the evolution of the planet could not have been a straightforward growth from the 
primordial solar nebula. One theory is that Saturn was formed heterogeneously, where an 
icy core first appeared, whose material could have been mixed with the growing 
atmosphere during the process. Another theory points out that icy planetesimals provided 
the heavier molecules over a longer time of bombardment. 
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2.2 Facts About Titan 
 
The moon Titan is the only satellite big enough to be called a true terrestrial body in the 
Saturnian system. Its size is larger than Mercury and it also has a thick atmosphere, 
which is about 50 percent denser than Earth’s. The atmosphere is both like and unlike the 
atmospheres on Venus and Earth in many aspects. Its main constituent is molecular 
nitrogen (N2) and another important one is methane (CH4). The atmosphere is also filled 
with more complex hydrocarbons and nitriles; some may be called organic molecules. 
These molecules are the elements of the aerosol particles that make up the thick, orange 
haze surrounding the moon. They also make a very fascinating mixture that resembles the 
atmosphere of primordial Earth, which are the basic constituents needed for a natural 
origin of life. But the fact is that Titan is considered to be too cold for life to evolve, with 
an average temperature of 90 K at the surface. It is, however, a unique environment 
within the reach today that could tell us more about our own origin. 
 
Seen from space, Titan’s meteorology has more resemblance to Venus. The rotation 
around the axis is slow and there is a global cyclostrophic zonal wind system, with wind 
speeds in the stratosphere reaching over ten times the rotation rate of the moon. But in the 
troposphere there seems to be an Earth-like weather system with a precipitation cycle 
including methane instead of water. This methane is probably outgassed from the ground 
and/or evaporated from methane lakes, forming clouds, and then falling down as rain. 
Strong evidence from Huygens’ findings of liquid methane on the ground, and pictures of 
what seems to be drain channels supports this. Another feature is that Titan’s effective 
obliquity is 26 degrees, which causes seasonal variations, perhaps only in the stratosphere 
where most of the solar energy is consumed.  
 
Another example of this alien, yet familiar atmosphere is that Titan has a strong 
circumpolar vortex in the stratosphere, just like the vortices around the Polar regions on 
Earth. This suggests that the moon has complex dynamics and chemical interactions that 
resemble the mechanisms behind the ozone hole above Antarctica. 
 
2.3 The Cassini Mission 
 
In July 2004 the Cassini spacecraft arrived at the Saturnian system after an almost seven-
year long journey. This joint project of NASA, ESA and the Italian space agency, is the 
first mission to orbit Saturn. Its primary mission ends July 1st 2008, and may be extended 
further into the future. During this time it will perform a thorough scientific investigation 
of Saturn, its rings and its moons with numerous space instruments. 
 
The orbit around Saturn is highly eccentric, with an apogee very close to the planet and 
its rings. Each orbit is unique and includes a close encounter with a moon almost every 
time (see appendix A). The planned four-year mission covers 74 planned orbits, including 
45 close flybys of the moon Titan, 8 close flybys of the other major moons and 30 
additional satellite flybys. Cassini will have the chance to map Saturn and Titan in great 
detail thanks to these orbits. Both equatorial and polar regions of Saturn are covered, as 
well as large part of Titan due to all the flybys. 
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There are many puzzles to be solved in the Saturnian system and Cassini is hopefully a 
great leap forward in this progress. Saturn has been visited by three other man-made 
spacecrafts before Cassini. These were Pioneer 11 (1979), Voyager 1 (1980) and Voyager 
2 (1981). All these were only flybys, with no chance of performing any thorough 
scientific investigation of Saturn and its moons. They also had more primitive 
instruments onboard than those on Cassini, and even lacked other certain instruments that 
could have given more insight. For example, Voyager 1 didn’t have a radar instrument, 
making it impossible to investigate the surface of the moon Titan when it flew by. All 
that the scientists could see from the photographs was an opaque, orange haze 
surrounding the moon. Cassini and its instruments were prepared with the best 
knowledge that existed in the 90´s about the Saturnian system. 
 
Another probe, Huygens, was attached to Cassini during the journey to the system. It was 
detached after the arrival, with the aim to enter Titan’s atmosphere. On January 14th 2005 
it made a successful parachute descent through the atmosphere of the moon and landed 
safely on the ground. It did valuable in-situ measurements of both the atmosphere and the 
ground. 
 
2.4 The Composite Infrared Spectrometer 
 
The highlighted instrument in this thesis, CIRS, is the instrument onboard Cassini that 
can scan the atmospheres on Saturn and Titan for features from the infrared radiation of 
the molecules. It also has the ability to probe Saturn’s ring system and the regoliths of the 
icy satellites by several millimeters into the solid surfaces.  
 
Basically it has the same setup as the infrared spectrometers onboard the Voyager 
spacecraft, but with much better features. The former was called the Voyager Infrared 
Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS), and it covered the range 180–2000 cm-1 with a static 
spectral resolution of 4.3 cm-1. In this project, wavenumbers are used instead of 
wavelengths, here defined by: λν 1~ =  measured in cm-1. CIRS consists of two Fourier 
Transform Spectrometers with the ability to measure infrared radiation in the range 10–
1400 cm-1 with variable resolutions, of which the best is 0.5 cm-1. It is possible to probe 
deeper into Saturn’s atmosphere with the new sensitivity for the lowest wavenumbers. 
 
Another new feature is the ability to scan the atmospheres in both nadir and limb modes. 
As can be seen in figure 1, the nadir mode is used when the instrument is pointed towards 
the planet or the moon. Limb mode is measurement towards the horizon, which has some 
advantages. First of all, the altitude resolution is improved, and secondly it becomes 
easier to see certain molecules. The longer path length that is measured, the stronger the 
signals from the molecules become. Since limb scanning is not directed towards the 
ground and the beam is only reaching down to a certain altitude, the measurements are 
more effective higher up in the atmosphere and only for the specimens that may be found 
there. This emission angle may be adjusted for specific targets.  
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The sensitivity is also better than IRIS in 
the 600–1400 cm-1 region. By using 
passively cooled HgCdTe detectors, it 
allows a Field of View (FOV) of 0.27 x 
0.27 mrad between these wavenumbers, 
thus giving a higher spatial resolution. In 
the region below 600 cm-1, though, the 
FOV is 3.9 mrad. 
 

Figure 1. Scan modes. 

As in the earlier version, CIRS has a 
Cassegrain telescope that captures the 
light and feeds it to a Michelson 
interferometer (MIR). The difference is 
that CIRS has two different 
interferometers; one MIR and one 
polarizing interferometer (FIR). The wavelengths of the 
light are divided into the mid-infrared and the far-infrared spectra by hitting a mirror on 
two different targets, thus splitting the light towards the two separate interferometers. 
 
The light that hits the Michelson interferometer is in the mid-infrared range, while the 
other part that hits the FIR belongs to the far-infrared range. To label these ranges the 
mid-IR is composed of Focal Plane 3 (600–1100 cm-1) and 4 (1100–1400 cm-1), while the 
far-IR is the Focal Plane 1 (10–600 cm-1). These different Focal Planes are kept separated 
in the data analysis. 
 
When the light enters the FIR it is linearly polarized and split into two components. They 
go through a path with a certain difference before entering the detector, thus creating two 
different orthogonal linear states. In front of the detector is a polarization analyzer that 
modulates the signal, depending on the wavenumber. The separated light beams provide 
two signals and eliminates unmodulated intensity fluctuations. The whole instrument is 
built by many small wire-grid polarizers and is very efficient in Focal Plane 1. 
 
For the other focal planes a traditional Michelson interferometer does the measurements. 
A mirror divides the light beam and the two new beams take their own routes with 
different lengths to yield an interference pattern. The mirror is moving during scanning 
progress, which changes the detected intensity for different wavelengths. 
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3 Basic Physics of Atmospheric Radiation 
 
3.1 Energy States in Molecules 
 
All atoms and molecules have the ability to emit or absorb electromagnetic radiation in a 
range of wavelengths, in all directions. They have certain vibrational and rotational 
energy states, which will interact with the corresponding energies of the photons. The 
vibrational energy appears due the bonding between the atoms in the molecule. If the 
potential function 
 

( ) ( 2
02

1 xxKxV −= )          (3.1) 

 
, where K is the spring constant of the system, x is the distance between the atoms and x0 
is the equilibrium distance, is inserted into Schrödinger’s equation, the energy levels can 
be expressed as 
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where ν = 0,1,2,… 
In this expression ν is the vibrational quantum number and ν0 is the frequency of the 
oscillating atoms. The energy level can only exist in one state for each energy value Eν. 
 
The rotational energy state has a somewhat similar rule. If the moment of inertia of the 
molecule is  where the reduced mass of two atoms is 0xmI r=

21

21

mm
mmmr +

= ,          (3.3) 

 
and , the rotational energy levels are retrieved from xx =0
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2
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where J = 0,1,2,… 
 
This means that all photons that are absorbed or transmitted by molecules only have 
discrete levels of frequency. Naturally, as the molecules grow more complex the energy 
levels also become more complex. 
 
3.2 Radiation 
 
The ideal model for radiation is based on Planck’s Law: 
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which describes the radiation from a black body. uv(T) is the spectral energy density, and 
as the equation suggests, it depends on temperature and frequency. A black body absorbs 
all radiation that hits the body and at the same time it emits the maximum energy in each 
frequency interval. This not true for most objects, planets included, therefore a coefficient 
ε with the borders 10 ≤≤ ε , is used to describe the total emittance of radiation. 
 
Planck’s Law can be re-written into the Planck Function: 
 

( )
( )[ ]{ }1kThcexp5

22hcTB
−

=
λλν ,       (3.6) 

 
which describes power per unit area, per unit solid angle, per unit frequency interval. 
 
Planck’s Function can only be used where there is a local thermodynamic equilibrium. In 
other words, radiation has to be balanced against the Boltzmann distribution, which is the 
distribution of a number of molecules (n) in different energy states: 
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where g1 and g2 are the weights for the molecules and E1 and E2 are the energies. 
 
This balance is maintained when the molecules are in constant collisions and that is only 
possible when the mean time between collisions is much shorter than the lifetime for 
radiative decay. The atmospheric pressure must therefore be large enough, since pressure 
is proportional to the collision time. This is said to be a local thermodynamic equilibrium 
(LTE), and this condition is true, for instance, at all altitudes on Saturn and Titan where 
CIRS performs the probing. 
 
3.3 Transmittance 
 
Atmospheres are not perfect mediums where radiation can go unhindered. All the 
molecules contribute to the so-called transmittance, which is a representation of the 
amount of radiation that can pass by a certain part of the air mass. The formula is 
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where the modulus sign makes the transmittance to be 10 ≤≤ ντ . Since both scattering 
and absorption have an effect, both are included in the equation in the form of 
 

ννν sak += ,          (3.9) 
 
which is called the extinction coefficient. The mass the beam is passing through is 
described as ρads. s1 and s2 denotes the start and the end point of the beam. It is also 
possible to turn this expression around, which would be the absorptance νν τ−= 1A   
instead. Also note that the transmission is dependent on the frequency, from the 
absorption and scattering coefficients. 
 
If the transmittance is averaged over a spectral band, it will simply be called the band 
transmittance and look like 
 

∫ΔΔ
=

r

d
r

ν νν ντ
ν

τ 1 ,         (3.10) 

 
where Δνr is the width of the frequency band. Also here could it sometimes be useful to 
write it as a band absorptance νν τ−= 1A . 
 
3.4 The Radiative-Transfer Equation 
 
The spectral radiance, Iv, is specified for a certain range of frequencies and its units are 
often noted as W m-2 sterradian-1 Hz-1. In this project, [Iv] = W/(cm2 ster cm-1). Assume 
that a beam of radiation of unit cross-sectional area, moves a distance of ds. If the 
photons in the beam are exposed to absorption or scattering along the path the radiance 
will be reduced. The reduction is proportional to the mass of the radiatively active 
molecules in the volume the beam covers while traveling the distance ds in the direction 
of vector s. The mass per surface unit is ρads, where ρa is the density of the radiatively 
gas, and the whole term becomes 
 

( ) ( ) ( )dssIsskdI a ννν ρ−= .        (3.11) 
 
But the molecules in the gas can also emit photons, which means than an extra term for 
this has to be included in equation (3.11). Emission is also proportional to the mass which 
the beam passes by, and the new equation thus becomes 
 

( ννν
ν ρ JIk

ds
dI

a −−= ) ,        (3.12) 

 
where Jv is the source function. This equation is the radiative-transfer equation, also 
known as Schwarzchild’s equation. It can be shown that Jv = Bv when LTE holds. 
 
The solution to this equation is found by introducing the optical path: 
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which is the thickness between the points s0 and s. If this is put into equation (3.12) and 
LTE is assumed, following is obtained: 
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Integrating this using factor exp(χv) gives 
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To change this further, derive the transmittance to get 
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Insert this and equation (3.14) into (3.15) to get 
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where the second term is the radiation from the lowest point. The intensity is, as 
explained earlier, the emissitivity times the total theoretical radiation, in other words 
Planck’s function. Equation (3.17) can then be written as 
 

sBdBI
s

τετ νν
τ
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0.1
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This equation can be used directly when one wants to find the integrated radiance above a 
certain point in an atmosphere. When a satellite measures the atmosphere in nadir mode 
and total number density of molecules directly determines the optical depth, it is 
appropriate to transform the coordinate into pressure. If the radiative-transfer equation 
then is integrated between two pressure levels in the atmosphere, the equation becomes 
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pt is the pressure at the top and ps is the pressure at the lowest point. In the case when 
Titan’s atmosphere is being scanned, the lowest point is the surface. Thus the second 
term describes the radiation from the surface that is being measured and the integral term 
describes the atmospheric contribution to the radiation. The integrated part is known as 
the Contribution function, written as 
 

( )
p

TBC
ln∂
∂

= ν
νν

τ          (3.20) 

 
In the case for Saturn, the lowest point is where the transmittance is nearing zero, which 
is at about 4000 mbar. 
 
If the scanning is performed towards the horizon, there will be a tangent point where the 
pressure gradient changes, making it necessary to integrate down to that tangent point and 
back up again. Information about the radiance dependence and the pressure at the tangent 
point altitude must be known in order to find the correct integral. 
 
3.5 Line Shapes 
 
The ideal line of the absorption coefficient would be a thin spike exactly on the predicted 
wave number. In reality the lines are broadened by two factors: collisional or natural 
broadening and Doppler broadening. 
 
In the first case, the lifetime of the excited states due to collisions is taken into account. 
The Lorentz line shape for collisional broadening is 
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where . The spectral lines appear at the discrete frequencies υ( ) 12 −= cL πτγ n. The 
collisional time value, τc, can be found through knowing the mean molecular velocity, the 
number density and the cross -section of the collision. It can be derived that  
 

21−∝ pTLγ .          (3.22) 
 
Note that the function f must be normalized so the line will retain its area. The lines can 
then be summarized as 
 

(∑ −=
n

nnn fSk νν ),          (3.23) 

 
where Sn is the line strength. Natural broadening, from the natural lifetime τn of the 
excited states, has a similar expression, but can be neglected in infrared radiation. 
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The second case, the Doppler broadening, appears when the molecules are moving due to 
the thermal energy. Since they are moving in different directions and every Doppler 
Effect must be taken into account, the line shape will be broadened. From the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution, the Doppler line shape can be derived to: 
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4 Observation 
 
4.1 Basic Strategy 
 
There are several aspects that govern the way observations are to be done with CIRS 
when Cassini passes by a body.  
 
The usefulness of the scan modes and spectral resolutions differs with the distance 
Cassini is from Saturn and Titan during scanning progress. The FOV for mid-infrared 
measurements is, as mentioned before, smaller than for the far-infrared range, with the 
effect that observations in mid-infrared can still be effective further away from the 
atmosphere. The reason for a better result at lower resolution is the lesser integration 
time, and that gives a better spatial mapping because of the extra time to measure more 
areas. This is mostly useful for temperature profiles, since they are easier to acquire from 
low resolution spectra. 
 
The important aspect to include in the observation is the instrument noise, also known as 
the Noise Equivalent Spectral Radiance (NESR). The relation is 
 

t
NESR

νΔ
∝

1 ,         (4.1) 

 
where Δν is the spectral-resolution element determined by the interferogram scan length, 
and t is the integration time. When Δν is low, which is desired for analysis of weak 
atmospheric constituents, the noise increases, and that can only be balanced by longer 
integration times. As a comparison, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be scaled as t . 
This means that measurements with high spectral resolution should be conducted far 
away from the atmosphere where longer time integration is possible. And for low-
resolution spectra (high Δν) the SNR is scaled as 1/NESR, but can be conducted close to 
the atmosphere. 
 
4.2 Observing Strategy for Saturn 
 
During one orbit of Saturn, there are certain points where specific scanning processes 
with CIRS take place. This is a general layout of how a typical scheme of an orbit looks 
like: 
 

• 45 Rs. When Cassini is at an approaching distance of 45 Saturnian radii (Rs) from 
the planet it scans the atmosphere with the highest spectral resolution, 0.53 cm-1, 
in nadir mode. Every pixel in the mid-infrared will subtend 0.8o of the planet 
centric arc, and in the far-infrared the subtend is 1.0o. The array of pixels span ten 
times that angle in north-south direction, making a coverage of 8o of latitude for 
Focal Plane 3 and 4, and 10o for Focal Plane 1. With this setup CIRS is able to 
map a detailed composition of the atmosphere, such as H2O, CO2 and a numerous 
hydrocarbons. Isotopic ratios are also obtainable. Because of the small spatial 
mapping, it will require many scans before the whole disc is fully mapped. 
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• 30 Rs. With the lower spectral resolution at 2.8 cm-1 and in nadir mode, the 
distance of probing is about 30 Rs, which gives an array coverage of 5o of latitude. 
This is sufficient to find the more abundant molecules and to retrieve a 
temperature profile in the tropopause and the upper stratosphere. 

• 16–20 Rs. To get a temperature profile in the troposphere, a resolution of         
15.5 cm-1 at this point is sufficient. The scans don’t have to be lengthy, which 
means that larger portions can be mapped. This is mostly done in the far-infrared, 
and at this first focal plane, the subtend is 4o – 5o. But it is also possible to retrieve 
a temperature profile closer to the tropopause by getting infrared data in the 600-
670 cm-1 portion of Focal Plane 3. 

• 12–15 Rs. At a closer approach, CIRS can do regional mapping during a short 
time, with an array of pixels covering only 0.2-0.3o in Focal Plane 3 and Focal 
Plane 4, and 3o in Focal Plane 1. The regional scan is for retrieving better 
information about the spatial distribution of the chemical components, and also 
giving a better temperature profile in the troposphere and stratosphere.  

• 4 Rs. Around the perigee, it is possible for CIRS to do limb scanning of the 
atmosphere. The lowest spectral resolution can give a temperature profile of the 
highest region in the atmosphere. During 6 hours CIRS is able to probe 18 
different latitudes and longitudes, with a marginal of 1 K. With the 2.8 cm-1 
wavenumber it is possible to look at the methane, this too in the top-most part of 
the atmosphere. As for the high spectral resolution, only one location can be 
scanned during a pass, giving data of CO2 and hydrocarbon substances. 

• <4 Rs. CIRS, among a couple of other instruments, may also be used for 
coordinated observations of features in the atmosphere. By following a feature 
when it moves along with the planetary rotation and conducting limb scan on both 
sides of the disc, it becomes easier to detect vertical motions in the atmosphere. 

 
4.3 Observing Strategy for Titan 
 
A Cassini flyby past Titan is a short and intensive. The closest encounter each time will 
be less than 3000 km, and most of them even less than 950 km. The observation plan for 
the flybys is described in a timeline. 
 

• > 26 h. When Cassini is between 500,000–1,000,000 km from Titan, a greater 
part of the disc can be probed for the chemical substances. The spectral resolution 
used in this nadir integration measurement is 0.53 cm-1, which can show 
hydrocarbons, nitriles, carbon dioxide and possibly others. 

• 19–26 h. At a distance of 380,000 km, when the spacecraft is 26 hours from the 
closest approach, the first 2.8 cm-1 probing may be useful. The interesting thing to 
look for in these data is the methane band in Focal Plane 4, which is used for the 
temperature profile in the upper stratosphere of Titan.  

• 8–13 h. In this range Focal Plane 1 is investigated with high spectral resolution, 
meaning stratospheric emissions from CH4, HCN, CO and H2O. 

• 5–9 h. There are two limb mode options at this point. Either CIRS will perform 
15.5 cm-1 or 0.53 cm-1 scans for methane lines, and other hydrocarbons in high 
resolution, and retrieve the temperature profile in the upper stratosphere. In the 
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case of low resolution, several locations are scanned, while only one location is 
followed with the high resolution. 

• ~ 3 h. Now the range is about 60,000 km and the angular resolution is 5o. CIRS 
conducts nadir mapping with the low spectral resolution to retrieve temperature 
profiles in the upper troposphere and in the tropopause. If the farthest infrared 
part, less than 150 cm-1, is used for temperature retrieval, one has to mind a 
couple of interfering rotational lines from CH4, HCN, H2O, and others. These are 
only detectable with the highest spectral resolution, thus data from earlier nadir 
scans at 0.53 cm-1 must be included in the temperature retrieval as a correlation. 

• 1–2 h. Limb scanning in Focal Plane 1 is done here to find CH4, HCN, CO and 
CO2, and map these in a vertical profile. The time period is generally short, so that 
several flybys have to be combined to create a proper map for a certain latitude. 

• < 75 min. Within 75 minutes from the nearest encounter, limb scanning in Focal 
Plane 1 can provide information about the aerosols in the atmosphere. Even 
closer, at about 30 minutes, the temperature profile of a large part of the 
atmosphere, 8–100 mbar, may be mapped. Both are using the 15.5 cm-1 
resolution. The same rule applies here when the region below wave number 150 
cm-1 is analyzed for temperature profiles; results from higher spectra must be 
included in the correlation. 
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5. Data Collecting and Plotting 
 
5.1 Data Processing 
 
The data sent from CIRS is in a interferogram, as the result from the Michelson 
interferometer principle, and must be treated with Fourier transform in order to turn into 
spectra. The data is then calibrated and put into files with a certain structure. The data 
files themselves will contain all the wavenumbers that have been measured, with the 
corresponding radiance that was observed, and also either the calculated NESR or the 
standard deviation of averaged intensities in a third column. The difference between 
NESR and this standard deviation is that the first was made into a function during the 
instrumental preparation, and the latter is from a direct averaging of the measured data. 
Furthermore, each file has a number of data sets, where every set covers a specific 
latitude and longitude. Additional information for each set point out the resolution, the 
emission angle and the number of scans performed. 
 
The files themselves are sorted with respect to: 

• investigated body 
• year and orbit 
• scan mode 
• focal plane 
• emission angle range 
• spectral resolution 

 
5.2 IDL 
 
All files containing infrared radiation data, measured by CIRS, are treated by an 
application written in IDL, which stands short for Interactive Data Language. This is a 
powerful computer tool, which is specializing in plotting and visualizing data, with much 
useful finesse. The language is array-oriented, giving the advantage to handle a great 
quantity of data in a short time. It also has an easy and comprehensive structure, with 
procedures and functions that can take care of bigger tasks. 
 
5.3 CIRSplot 
 
The function of this application, named CIRSplot, is to provide plots of the data as 
quickly and efficiently as possible. The Cassini mission is planned to last for a long time, 
and create a huge amount of data that must be stored and analyzed as new observations 
are performed. The user has to give some input to the program in order to pick the correct 
file and then the correct data sets the file may contain. This includes selections of file, 
data sets and the option wether the program will plot observed data only, or the synthetic 
data (see chapter 6.4) with or without the observed. The result is one or more plots of the 
data, where each plot is layed out in individual windows. IDL has a limit that allows a 
maximum number of 32 opened windows, but that is plenty for displaying even the most 
filled files in this case. Beneath every plot is sufficient information printed to help 
keeping order, and make the storage easier. 
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The application will then begin the second part in which the user may choose to print out 
the plots, save the plots as image files and zoom in spectral ranges in the plots. Since all 
windows are numbered by the program, the user may select single windows for these 
actions, if not all of them. The zooming function is simply re-plotting of the data, but in a 
new window and a specified wavenumber range. Also here is it possible to choose 
plotting observed data, synthetic data or both combined. Since zoomed plots show greater 
detail of the graph, one might also want to use the NESR values to see how reliable the 
data is. A rule of thumb is 
 

n
NESR

=σ ,          (5.1) 

 
where n is the number of scans. These standard deviation values may be displayed as red 
error bars along the graph, which gives a good reference. 
 
All plots are automatically saved as postscript files with proper naming regarding the 
attribute of the plot. When the user wants, CIRS-plot will call a free program known as 
PrFile, from where the postscript files can be printed out. The third option, to save the 
plots as image files, is done by snapping screen dumps of the plotted windows and save 
them in individual graphic files, also here with filenames that can be recognized. For both 
these options, the user may pick a single plot, or all of them, or all the zoomed in plots. 
All options may be repeated until the user chooses to quit the session. 
 
5.4 Molecule Scripts 
 
In order to save time during data analysis, scripts for every molecule involved in the 
investigation has been created. Instead of showing a plot over the whole focal planes, the 
scripts automatically zoom in interesting wavenumber areas directly. A slightly adjusted 
application is called upon when the scripts are used. The scripts themselves are only 
collections of unique values that are fed to this application, and those files are sorted by 
the molecules, planetary body, wavenumber resolutions and, if signature of a molecule 
can be found in more than one, focal planes. 
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6. Data Analysis 
 
6.1 Inverse Solution of the Radiative-Transfer Equation 
 
From section 3.2 it is known that Planck’s Function is directly dependable on 
temperature. It is also known that radiance depends on the transmittance, from where the 
gas density and mixing ratios can be found. Thus, these parameters can be found when 
the intensity is known. That can be done by solving the inverse radiative-transfer 
function. But that is not a trivial task. One of the problem is that most of the time the 
integral in equation (3.19) may not have a solution to an arbitrary function Iν(υ,p) most of 
the time. It makes calculations harder since the measurements are approximate values, 
and therefore certain techniques must be used. The work covered by this thesis is based 
on least-squares fitting for observed and calculated radiances. 
 
It is important to note that the emission angle affects the radiance; a higher angle shows 
stronger signals in the spectrum. The angle varies from 0–30o near the point where 
Cassini passes by, to 60–70o from the points further away to the north or south. Because 
of these different angles, the latitudes are divided into 10o bins, in order to decrease the 
uncertainty of the integrated air mass in the radiative-transfer calculations. The relation 
between the air mass the beam is passing through and the emission angle 
is ( )αcos1∝airm , where α is the emission angle. See table 1 for calculated values. 
 
 Emission Angle Airmass 

0 o 1.0 
30 o 1.15 
40 o 1.31 
50 o 1.56 
60 o 2.0 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Emission angle – Airmass relation
 
 
 
The calculation of the radiative transfer 
equations here are done with precalculated 
correlated-k distributions. This means that the 
absorption coefficient k from equation (3.11) 
and the temperature have a correlation with 
the frequency, depending on the pressure 
level. The precalculated values provide a very 
rapid technique for solving these equations. 
 

Figure 2. Contribution functions for 
CH4, H2 and He.

The variation of the radiance from various 
levels of the atmosphere is characterized by 
the contribution functions (3.20). The 
functions dervied from the specific methane lines 
are plotted in figure 2, and they show what pressure 
level each radiance of a wavenumber originate from. What can basically be seen in the 
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plot is the pressure levels each integral covers, where the area to the left of the curves are 
the normalized integrals of the contribution functions. In theory, they would be best to 
use if they were delta functions, since that would give an exact correspondence between 
the intensity at the wavenumer and the pressure level. In reality, the functions are broad 
lines, giving less exact heights, but the measurements are sufficient to use in the 
calculations. 
 
6.2 Temperature Profile Retrieval 
 
To find the temperature for a certain altitude or pressure level, the corresponding line of a 
molecule whose contribution peaks at that altitude must be analyzed. Naturally, the 
vertical distribution of this molecule must be known in order for this to work.  
 
The iterative technique is as follows. 
 
First, a model is set up, where the atmosphere is split into a number of layers of equal 
thickness, which covers all pressure levels. In this project, normally 200 layers are used. 
On Titan, the lowest layer is at the surface, with a pressure of 1500 mbar,  and the highest 
is at an altitude of 550 km, where the transmittance is 1.0. On Saturn, the lowest layer is 
set at the pressure level 4000 mbar, where there is no transmittance below, and the 
highest layer is about 750 km above the lowest point. Then a set of frequencies i = 1, K is 
selected where it’s possible to find isolated lines of the known molecules. They are used 
to calculate the contribution functions (3.20) that will peak in specific levels of the 
atmosphere. In each function there is a maximum value, and this is where the model 
parameters of atmospheric pressure and temperature can be found. 
 
The model radiance and the observed radiance must be compared until they fit each other 
with a desired precision, and only then is the correct temperature found. First step is to 
find the first value with a reduced residual, which is a necessity to start a more efficient 
iteration algorithm. There are two methods in doing this: 
 

1. The residuals of the observed and calculated radiances 
 

( )
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jcalcobs

I
TII
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=         (6.1) 

 
must merge towards epsilon, which is the lowest measureable signal. In other 
words, the radiative transfer equation must be satisfied, and that happens when the 
observed and the calculated radiances are similar. This can be introduced in 
equation (3.19), giving: 
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The brackets symbolize next Planck’s function in the iteration, that is 
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2. Another approach is to find the desired residual by a trial-and-error method. There 

is a general rule that says 
 

( )
obs

jcalcobs

I
TII

KT
−

⋅=Δ )10( .       (6.4) 

 
The general assumption is that if KT 10=Δ , the radiance will change by a factor 
of 2. This means that if the first calculated radiance is twice as large than the 
observed, the temperature is 10 K warmer and a correction of -10 K is needed to 
fit the observed. Naturally, other factor values demand different temperature 
corrections. It is a rough approximation of the relation between the radiance and 
Planck’s function, but can still be used for this first iteration. 
 

Now that one iterated value has been obtained, a more effective method can be applied, 
which speeds up the process. It’s based on Newton’s method for finding roots, which is: 
 

( )
( )j

j
jj xf

xf
xx

′
−=+1 .         (6.5) 

 
Converted to radiances and temperatures, this will become : 
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The denominator is a numerically approximated derivative of the radiance difference. 
When multiple frequences are included in the approximation, where the contribution 
functions are peaking, the temperature difference between two adjactent steps can be 
found through : 
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The difference ( ) ( )( )1−− jcalcjcalc TITI  acts as a weighting function. This will adjust the 
frequencies where the changes were big so that no extreme values occur in the iteration. 
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All information is added to each layer, with the final product being the retrieved 
temperature profile. 
 
Outside the realm of the contribution function where no measured data exist, the values 
must be merged into the model parameters. The temperatures may be merged with: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ xpTpTjTjT retcalc modmod −=− ]

]

,      (6.8) 
 
where x is the normalized contribution function at the altitude level j and Tret is the 
retrieved temperature at the peak of the contribution. When several contribution functions 
are used for the profile, the merging only occurs above the highest peak and below the 
lowest peak. The levels in between the peaks are directly connected to each other. 
 
6.3 Volume Mixing Ratio Profile Retrieval 
 
The principle for acquiring the mixing ratio of a specific molecule is similar to the 
temperature profile. The atmosphere is once again divided into layers of pressure levels, 
and an iterative process takes place. In this case, the temperature must be known when 
the contribution function is calculated.  
 
When the volume mixing ratios are merged at heights surrounding the top peak of the 
contribution function, it is done by setting up the model values as: 

( ) ( ) ( )[ 11mod −+= SFxjqjqcalc ,       (6.9) 

where SF is the scale factor at the altitude where the contribution function peaks. 
 
6.4 Visual Analysis 
 
Earlier models are of great help in analysing the infrared data plots. Every kind of gas 
molecule has a list of unique absorbing or emitting lines. This list combined with the 
models, where the mixing ratio and distribution of the molecule is approximated, can 
give enough information of what expected features can be seen in the infrared plots. In 
the database every wavenumber has been given a strength value, described in equation 
(3.23), on which the transmittance depends. This gives an indication of what to expect in 
the spectra.  
 
As mentioned in chapter 6.2, models provide the initial help for the iterative calculations 
of the temperatures and mixing ratios. The result of the calculations will be a new 
synthetic data line that can be compared with the observed. This is crucial in doing the 
data analysis, as the lines may have to be adjusted depending on certain factors in the 
atmosphere. 
 
The most abundant substance in Titan’s atmosphere, N2, along with H2 and CH4, interact 
with each other in a collision induced absorption. This creates a continuous line that 
covers a big portion of the spectrum, where the wavenumbers depend on which 
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molecules are interacting. On Saturn, the main collision induced absorbances are between 
H2, He and CH4, creating a similar opaque continuum. In both cases, other gases interfere 
with the continuous line, with either absorption or emission. At high altitudes, typically in 
the stratosphere, there are visible emission lines in the spectra. At an arbitrary line center 
in the stratosphere, the transmittance drops off at higher altitudes where it is warmer and 
the Planck Function higher. At lower altitudes where it is cooler and the Planck Function 
is lower, the transmittance is also becoming lower. The lines are simply stronger than the 
surrounding continuum. Emission from gases can be detected as peaks or bulges sticking 
out from the continuous line. In the troposphere, the line centers are seen at a higher 
altitude because the transmittance is higher and it is not possible to probe deeper. The 
temperature is cooler at these points than the surrounding continuum that is seen at a 
lower altitude, thus a lower Planck Function, and absorption lines as the effect. 
 
The first thing to think about when a certain molecule is searched for, is that there may be 
other gases that have interfering lines too close to the ones that are interesting. If the line 
strengths of the interfering gas are much lower than the interesting lines, it might work, 
but most of the time there are too difficult to separate them, and looking at another 
wavenumber might be a better solution. Sometimes it is possible to see bulged peaks, 
where one side sticks out more than it should. This can give a good guess of how much 
radiance the investigated molecule contribute in this wavenumber. These interferences 
are mainly a limit due the spectral resolution. Many lines are only separated by 10-2 cm-1. 
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7. Scientific Results 
 
7.1 Titan 
 
The data from the very first flyby of Titan, at a closest approach of 340,000 km, is not 
included in the scientific results in this report. During the second flyby, denoted as ‘A’, 
CIRS experienced a command error in the software, which resulted in a great loss of data. 
Thus in the initial phase of the data analysis, only the third flyby of Titan could provide 
sufficient number of scans for any scientific result. This particular orbit around Saturn is 
denoted ‘B’ and took place in december 2004. The number of scans for the focal planes 
that were used in this analysis, were 483 at Focal Plane 3, and 480 at Focal Plane 4. 
 
7.1.1 Temperature Profile 
 
Methane (CH4) is abundant in Titan’s atmosphere, and the amount is well known in 
earlier models. By looking at the spectra of this molecule between 1200–1400 cm-1 in 
Focal Plane 4 with the resolution 2.8 cm-1, this is a perfect specimen for retrieving a 
temperature profile in the stratosphere, stretching from 0.3 to 3.0 mbar pressure level in 
the atmosphere. From the measurements of flyby B, the latitudes -30o – 10o were mapped 
with sufficient scans to construct a temperature profile. This is plotted in figure 4. 
 
When the calculated synthetic data was plotted along the observed, in figure 3a, it could 
be seen that the peaks and the sinks are not exactly matching. The slant path line was 
slightly exaggerated compared to the observed. An attempt to even this out was to 
include a parameter in the calculations that had an effect like a layer of haze, or even a 
cloud. A haze decreases the transmittance, leading to scans on higher altitudes where it is 
warmer and a higher intensity. This haze was set at a base at 10 mbar in order to affect 
the calculated lines, and since the atmosphere gets thinner at greater heights, the 
transmittance in the haze would have to decline exponentially with altitude: 
 
( ) ( )zDez −=τ ,          (7.1) 

 
where D is the optical depth of the medium. It is also changing with altitude: 
 

( ) H
z

baseeDzD
Δ

−
= ,         (7.2) 

 
where H is the atmospheric scale height - the distance over which the atmospheric 
pressure drop by 1/e. 
 
Three different optical depths at the base were tested; Dbase = 0.25, 0.50 and 1.0. These 
three configurations along with no haze effect are plotted in figure 3a to 3d for 
comparison. The effect on the slant path in the spectrum is varying with the wavenumber. 
At 1200 cm-1 the effect is very strong, with a high increase of the synthetic data from the 
haze. Around the methane lines between 1310-1360 cm-1, there is a slightly better fit 
between the observed and the synthetic data in the troughs due to the haze effect. 
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However, the haze does not alone make the data match properly and other factors or 
configurations may have to be included to create a better fit. 
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Figure 3a-3d. Methane lines in FP 4. Observed line (solid) with synthetic line (dashed).       
3a (top). Optical depth: D=0; 3b (bottom). D=0.25                                                                 
3c (top next page). D=0.5; 3d (botton next page). D=1.0 
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Figure 4a (top). The T-P plot over all altitudes between -35o-4o.                    
Figure 4b (bottom). The T-P plot in the stratosphere. 
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7.1.2 C12-C13 Relation 
 
Another project was to determine the ratio of the isotope C13 relative to C12. Methane was 
a useful specimen for this purpose, and again Focal Plane 4 was the most appropriate 
region to look at. After the temperature had been acquired from regular methane, the lines 
between wavenumbers 1300–1330 cm-1 could be used to calculate the mixing ratio. Since 
methane with C13 is more scarce, the spectra is much weaker and harder to detect, thus 
the higher resolution of 0.5 cm-1 had to be used. The region mapped for this ratio of 
carbon isotopes was between the latitudes -10o to 10o. 
 
The result was that the C13/C12 ratio is 0.011 times. That is about the same value as on 
Earth. 
 
In order to strengthen this finding, another specimen, ethane (C2H6), was attempted to be 
investigated. There was a potential feature from an C13 specimen that could be seen at 
823.75 cm-1 – a tiny bump beside a big regular C2H6 line. Figure 5 shows the best fit that 
could be made with the synthetic data compared with the observed. Clearly, the match is 
not appropiate to make any conclusions about the mixing ratio of the isotopic C2H6, since 
the synthetic data line is not detailed enough at this wave number. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. C2H6 line of C13 at 823.5 cm-1.
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7.1.3 Volume Mixing Ratio of C2H6
 
Although no result of the carbon isotope ratio could be obtained from C2H6, the volume 
mixing ratio of the regular molecule was found to be varying with respect to the latitude. 
Comparing the observed data with the modelled with scale factors gave the values given 
in table 2 below. 
 
 Average Latitude Retrieved  C2H6 Scale Factor 

(model = 1.0) 
-10.7 o 0.82 
-4.5 o 0.92 
4.1 o 0.98 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Average latitude – Retrieved C2H6 scale factor  
 
The scale factor suggest that the mixing ratio is lower to the south, where the value only 
is 82 percent of the expected and rising with latitude towards the model value at the 
equator. 
 
7.1.4 Volume Mixing Ratio of C2H2 
 
The temperature profile was also used to calculate the volume mixing ratio, this time for 
ethyne (C2H2). The strongest feature of this molecule is visible between 728–732 cm-1, so 
that is where the synthetic data was tried to be fitted. The plots are shown in figure 6. 

 
The scale factor of the calculated line once again shows a changing value along with the 
latitude. This suggest that the mixing ratio of C2H6 is, like C2H2, is increasing the further 
north the measurement was made. But these values are within the standard deviation, so a 
conclusion cannot be drawn. See table 3 below. 
 
 Average Latitude Retrieved  C2H2 Scale Factor 

(model = 1.0) 
-24.7 o 0.65 
-14.8 o 0.67 
-5.1 o 0.70 

 
 
 
 

4.8 o 0.72 

Table 3. Average latitude – Retrieved C2H2 scale factor 
 
 
 
The synthetic data line of the continuum is not matching as it should. There could be one 
or more factors playing a role in that lower radiance: 
 

• The slope of the C2H2 mixing ratio profile could be wrongly adjusted. If it was 
less, the whole continuum line could be corrected. 

• There might be a haze that affects the radiance. 
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• At the time of this synthetic data production, there was no information about the 
temperature at the altitude where the contribution functions of the continuum 
govern. It might be different than the value that was used to model this portion. 
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Figure 6a-6b. C2H2 line at 730 cm-1. HCN line at 712.5 cm-1.    
6a (top). Latitude -24.69o.                                                             
6b (bottom). Latitude -5.08o. 
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7.1.4 Volume Mixing Ratio of HCN 
 
Near the C2H2 line, at 712–713 cm-1, also visible in figure 6, there is a HCN line. By 
looking at the plots, one can see a higher synthetic data line on the lower latitudes and a 
perfect match near the equator. No calculations have been made in this spectral region, 
but the hint is that the volume mixing ratio of HCN is higher at the equator relative to the 
south. 
 
7.2 Saturn 
 
During the arrival and orbit insertation of Cassini in the Saturnian system, CIRS 
performed many scans on Saturn. 21658 scans were performed during the orbit 
insertation period, and these data, from orbit ‘0’, have been used to map the temperature 
profiles on some areas on the planet. 
 
7.2.1 Temperature Profile 
 
Methane is also abundant on Saturn, and so it is a strong contribution to the temperature 
profile. A wavenumber resolution of 2.8 cm-1, in Focal Plane 4, was sufficient to find the 
neccessary spectra of this specimen, and the available data covered latitudes from -72o to 
10o. Contour plots of the temperature versus pressure over the latitudes are shown in 
figure 7 and 8. Another plot is shown in figure 9. The temperatures revealed at the 
pressure levels where they could be calculated, show a steadily warming effect as the 
latitude is decreasing. At latitude -14 degrees, the temperature at 1 mbar is about 140 K, 
while it has increased to about 160 K at the same altitude at -72o. 
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Figure 7a (top). The T-P contour plot over all altitudes between -35o-2o.                  
Figure 7b (bottom). The T-P contour plot in the stratosphere.
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Figure 8a (top). The T-P contour plot over all altitudes between -72o-56o.                
Figure 8b (bottom). The T-P contour plot in the stratosphere.
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Figure 9a (top). The T-P plot over all altitudes between -72o-2o.                    
Figure 9b (bottom). The T-P plot in the stratosphere.
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8. Discussion 
 
8.1 The Scientific Results 
 
Finding the ratio of the molecular isotopes, such as carbon, may provide important clues 
for how the evolution of our Solar system worked. The result that the C13/C12 ratio is the 
same on Titan as on Earth is a strong case, but will be verified by further analysis. The 
attempt to determine this ratio with C2H6 did not work out because of the weak line in the 
spectrum, but it might work after CIRS has performed scans in the limb mode, where 
weaker signals are enhanced. This scan mode was not available during the first orbits, but 
will be on the later ones. There are other molecules that may be investigated for isotopes 
as well, such as carbon dioxide (CO2).  

 
Apart from carbon, there is also an interest in finding the isotope ratios of N15/N14 and 
O18/O17. These may be found by mapping the mixing ratios of reservoirs, such as 
ammonia (NH3) and water (H2O). The features of these isotopic specimens were searched 
for, but the early data was too noisy to give any good signal that could be used in the 
calculations. The isotopes are planned to be mapped on both Saturn and Titan. 
 
The mixing ratio retrieval of C2H6 on Titan was sufficiently reliable to draw the 
conclusion that there are more ethane at the equator in the stratosphere than in the 
southern latitudes. It may be more appropiate to say that the value at the equator is 
matching the model and that it is decreasing further south. However, no conclusion can 
be made wether the concentration is continuing to increase or decrease further north. 
 
The retrieval of the concentration of ethyne was also a success. Although it seems that it 
rises as the data approaches the equator, the values are not reliable enough to determine 
anything. It is still a good demonstration of how the mapping of the mixing ratios is 
working, and more scans will eventually fill in the missing information. 
 
To find the temperature profiles was a priority. Without a correct temperature profile, no 
mixing ratios could be retrieved. Methane is a reliable source to use, despite the odd 
synthetic data lines on Titan. The fact that a haze put into the model did not fit with the 
observed spectra, does not point out the temperature profile as errorneous. The 
contribution values themselves are still matching, because the haze did not have any 
effect on them. 
 
Saturn’s temperature profile is very interesting to study, especially after the telescope 
measurements in infra-red were done in February 2005 from the Keck Observatory on 
Hawaii. Their result show a hot spot on the south pole, where the temperature is much 
higher than the surroundings, and another leap upwards in temperature at about latitude -
70o. The initial retrievals so far show an increase in temperature. But the profiles are still 
too far to the north to be able to contribute with any verifications and detailed mapping. 
CIRS will certainly cover this sometime in the foreseeable future. A climate on the 
southern latitudes may be connected with the fact that there was a southern summer on 
Saturn at the time of this mission, but convection cannot be ruled out as a factor either. 
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8.2 The project 
 
Cassini is a project that is spanning over decades. The plans began in the early 1980’s, 
the mission started in 1997 when the spacecraft was launched, and it will last until 2008 
or later. Not the least, many more years will be put into the data analysis itself, including 
the infra-red spectra gathered by CIRS. Much of the analysis depends on computer 
applications, which helps speeding up the processing. CIRS-plot has proven to be useful 
in quickly showing the data in plots and structuring the data in an easily accessible way. 
The molecule scripts are helpful for quick views at certain wave numbers. For 
convenience, new molecule scripts can be created very easily. These programs, combined 
with the iteration programs, make a solid and fast system for turning CIRS data into 
comprehensible science. 
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Appendix A - Cassini Encounters with Saturn’s Moons 
 
Orbit Moon  Encounter Date  Altitude 
 
0 Phoebe  June 11, 2004   1,997 km 
A Titan  October 26, 2004  1,200 km 
B Titan  December 13, 2004  2,358 km 
C Iapetus  January 1, 2005  65,000 km 
C Titan  January 14, 2005  60,000 km 
3  Titan  February 15, 2005  950 km 
3 Enceladus February 17, 2005  1,179 km 
4 Enceladus March 9, 2005   500 km 
5 Titan  March 31, 2005  2,523 km 
6 Titan  April 16, 2005   950 km 
11 Enceladus July 14, 2005   1,000 km 
12 Mimas  August 2, 2005  45,100 km 
13 Titan  August 22, 2005  4,015 km 
14 Titan  September 7, 2005  950 km 
15 Tethys  September 24, 2005  33,000 km 
15 Hyperion September 26, 2005  990 km 
16 Dione  October 11, 2005  500 km 
17 Titan  October 28, 2005  1,446 km 
18 Rhea  November 26, 2005  500 km 
19 Titan  December 26, 2005  10,429 km 
20 Titan  January 15, 2006  2,042 km 
21 Titan  February 27, 2006  1,812 km 
22 Titan  March 18, 2006  1,947 km 
23 Titan  April 30, 2006   1,853 km 
24 Titan  May 20, 2006   1,879 km 
25 Titan  July 2, 2006   1,911 km 
26 Titan  July 22, 2006   950 km 
28 Titan  September 7, 2006  950 km 
29 Titan  September 23, 2006  950 km 
30 Titan  October 9, 2006  950 km 
31 Titan  October 25, 2006  950 km 
35 Titan  December 12, 2006  950 km 
36 Titan  December 28, 2006  1,500 km 
37 Titan  January 13, 2007  950 km 
38 Titan  January 29, 2007  2,776 km 
39 Titan  February 22, 2007  953 km 
40 Titan  March 10, 2007  956 km 
41 Titan  March 26, 2007  953 km 
42 Titan  April 10, 2007   951 km 
43 Titan  April 26, 2007   951 km 
44 Titan  May 12, 2007   950 km 
45 Titan  May 28, 2007   2,425 km 
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Orbit Moon  Encounter Date  Altitude 
 
46 Titan  June 13, 2007   950 km 
47 Tethys  June 27, 2007   16,200 km 
47 Titan  June 29, 2007   1,942 km 
48 Titan  July 19, 2007   1,302 km 
49 Rhea  August 30, 2007  5,100 km 
49 Titan  August 31, 2007  3,227 km 
49 Iapetus  September 10, 2007  1,000 km 
50 Titan  October 2, 2007  950 km 
52 Titan  November 19, 2007  950 km 
53 Titan  December 5, 2007  1,300 km 
54 Titan  December 20, 2007  953 km 
55 Titan  January 5, 2008  949 km 
59 Titan  February 22, 2008  959 km 
61 Enceladus March 12, 2008  995 km 
62 Titan  March 25, 2008  950 km 
67 Titan  May 12, 2008   950 km 
69 Titan  May 28, 2008   1,316 km 
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Appendix B - Molecules in Titan’s atmosphere 
 

Molecule Focal plane Range (cm-1) Comments 
C2H2 3 720-740 C12 ~ 729-730 cm-1  

C13 ~ 728.5 cm-1 (a bulge 
on the large peak) 

C2H4 3 940-960  
C2H6 3 800-840 Several clear peaks, 

interfering gases 
C3H4

 
1 
3 

324-329 
630-635 

 
Peaks ~ 631.25 cm-1 

              633 cm-1 

              634.75 cm-1

C3H8 3 746-751 Peak ~ 748 cm-1

C4H2 3 625-630 Peak ~ 628 cm-1

CH4
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CH3D 

1 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
4 

60-110 
 
 
 

1270-1320 
 
 
 

1140-1160 

C12 ~ 73.25 cm-1 

          83.5 cm-1 

          94 cm-1 

          104.25 cm-1 

C12 ~ several distinct          
          peaks 
C13 ~ 1280 cm-1 

          1308.5 cm-1

CO 1 35-55  
CO2 3 660-670 Peak ~ 667.5 cm-1 

HC3N interference 
H2O 1 220-230  
HCN 1 

3 
30-60 

710-715 
 

Peak ~ 712 cm-1

HC3N 3 660-665 CO2 interference 
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Appendix C - Molecules in Saturn’s atmosphere 
 

Molecule Focal plane Range (cm-1) Comments 
C2H2 3 700-740 C12 ~ 729-730 cm-1  

C13 ~ 728.5 cm-1

C2H6 3 800-840 Several clear peaks 
C3H4

 
1 
3 

324-329 
630-635 

Not visible 
C4H2 interference 

C4H2 3 625-630 Peak ~ 628 cm-1 

C3H4 interference 
CH4

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CH3D 

1 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
4 

60-120 
 
 
 

1270-1320 
 
 
 
 

1140-1160 

C12 ~ 73.25 cm-1 

83.5 cm-1 

94 cm-1 

104.25 cm-1 

C12 ~ several distinct          
          peaks 
C13 ~ 1280 cm-1 

          1308.5 cm-1 

          1313.75 cm-1 

 
CO 1 35-55 Not visible 
CO2 3 660-670 Faint ~ 667.5 cm-1

NH3 1 
 
 
3 

45-95 
 
 

865-895 

Hollows ~ 58.75 cm-1 

                  60.25 cm-1 

                  78.75 cm-1 

Too noisy, especially for 
N15

PH3 1 45-95 Hollows ~ 53.25 cm-1 

                  62.25 cm-1 

                  71.0 cm-1 

                  79.75 cm-1 

                  88.75 cm-1
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Appendix D - IDL code 
 
; CIRS-Plot v1.8 - A program that plots infrared data from Saturn's 
; and Titan's atmospheres. 
 
;Following directories are used, every one of them in the CIRS folder: 
; 
;Observations/Saturn,Titan/200*/Limb,Nadir 
;Postscripts/Saturn,Titan/200*/Limb,Nadir/FP*g* 
;Plot Images/Saturn,Titan/200*/Limb,Nadir/FP*g* 
;Slant Paths/Saturn,Titan/200*/Limb,Nadir/FP*g* 
 
;The files needed to run this project are: 
; 
;CIRSplotv*.pro  - directory: doesn't matter    (main program) 
;synth_extract.pro - directory: IDL61/lib/  (extracts slant path data) 
;oscplot.pro - directory: IDL61/lib/        (plotting procedure) 
;oploterror.pro - directory: IDL61/lib      (this is an enhanced version of oploterr.pro) 
;prfile.exe - directory: IDL61/             (prints out the plots) 
;filepath.pro - directory: IDL61/lib/       (finds files in different directories) 
;loadct.pro- directory: IDL61/lib/          (loads a specific color table) 
 
 
;---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;   FILE OPENING PROCEDURE - Open a file with observed data 
;---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
;.............................. 
; Determine directory structure 
;.............................. 
 
; The user selects a data file to be plotted. The directory and 
; filename structure is fragmented and saved into strings for later 
; use. 
 
; Find the drive on which the CIRS directory can be found 
check=file_search('[a-d]:\cirs\observations\*','*.dat') 
drive=strmid(check(0),0,1) 
 
; User input -> Select a certain file with data sets 
file=dialog_pickfile(filter='*.dat',/read,path=''+drive+':\cirs\observations') 
 
; Determine the directory -> Time period 
neh=strpos(file,'\',/reverse_search) 
file1=strmid(file,0,neh) 
meh=strpos(file1,'\',/reverse_search) 
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tp=strmid(file1,meh+1,neh) 
 
; Determine the directory -> Nadir/Limb 
neh=strpos(file1,'\',/reverse_search) 
file2=strmid(file1,0,neh) 
meh=strpos(file2,'\',/reverse_search) 
ln=strmid(file2,meh+1,neh) 
nl=strmid(ln,0,1) 
 
; Determine the directory -> Year 
neh=strpos(file2,'\',/reverse_search) 
file3=strmid(file2,0,neh) 
meh=strpos(file3,'\',/reverse_search) 
year=strmid(file3,meh+1,neh) 
 
; Determine the directory -> Saturn/Titan 
neh=strpos(file3,'\',/reverse_search) 
file4=strmid(file3,0,neh) 
meh=strpos(file4,'\',/reverse_search) 
folder=strmid(file4,meh+1,neh) 
 
; Determine the time period 
neh=strpos(file,'.'+nl+'.',/reverse_search) 
time=strmid(file,neh-8,8) 
 
;.......................... 
; File opening procedure #1 
;.......................... 
 
; The file is opened and scanned for the number of lines. The number of 
; lines (data points) per data set are also counted. 
 
; Get # of lines in file 
icnt=0l 
line='' 
openr,12,file 
while(not EOF(12)) do begin 
    readf,12,line 
    icnt=icnt+1l 
 
    ; Save # of data points 
    if(icnt eq 2) then begin 
        reads, line, npts, format="(i5)" 
        print,'' 
        print,'Number of data points per set = ',npts 
    endif 
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endwhile 
close,12 
 
; Determine the # of sets of data 
nlines=npts+3   ;lines per set 
nsets=icnt/nlines 
 
;.......................... 
; File opening procedure #2 
;.......................... 
 
; The file is opened again. The values are read and recorded into floating numbers, 
; which are then saved in arrays. 
 
; Define arrays and variables for data input 
wn=fltarr(nsets,npts) 
rd=fltarr(nsets,npts) 
sd=fltarr(nsets,npts) 
mpts=0l 
x1=0.0 
y1=0.0 
z1=0.0 
a1=0.0 
a2=0.0 
a3=0.0 
a4=0.0 
b1=0.0 
b2=0.0 
b3=0.0 
aa1=fltarr(nsets) ;aa1-4 & bb1-3 store header information 
aa2=fltarr(nsets) 
aa3=fltarr(nsets) 
aa4=fltarr(nsets) 
bb1=fltarr(nsets) 
bb2=fltarr(nsets) 
bb3=fltarr(nsets) 
wav=fltarr(npts) 
rad=fltarr(npts) 
sde=fltarr(npts) 
wminstor=fltarr(31) 
wmaxstor=fltarr(31) 
latstor=fltarr(31) 
lonstor=fltarr(31) 
synstor=fltarr(31) 
xti=50 
swrs=fltarr(1) 
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swrs(0)=1 
 
; Read each set of data 
openr,12,file 
for jj=0,nsets-1 do begin 
 
    ; Read header lines in data file 
    readf,12,a1,a2,a3,a4 
    readf,12,mpts 
    readf,12,b1,b2,b3 
    aa1(jj)=a1 
    aa2(jj)=a2 
    aa3(jj)=a3 
    bb2(jj)=b2 
    bb3(jj)=b3 
 
    ; Read data lines 
    for ii=0,mpts-1 do begin 
        readf,12,x1,y1,z1 
        wn(jj,ii)=x1 
        rd(jj,ii)=y1 
        sd(jj,ii)=z1 
    endfor 
endfor 
close,12 
 
 
;------------------------------------------------------------------ 
;   USER OPTIONS 
;------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
; Give information and plotting options to user 
print,'' 
print,'Following sets of data could be found in '+file+':' 
print,'' 
for jj=0,nsets-1 do begin 
    print,(jj+1),' - Av Latitude =',aa2(jj),',  Av Longitude =',aa3(jj),$ 
   '  and Av Emission Angle =',bb2(jj) 
endfor 
print,'' 
repeat read,'Select set for plotting (0=all)?',sset until (sset LE jj AND sset GE 0) 
print,'' 
repeat read,'Select plot (1=observed data, 2=synthetic data, 3=both combined)?',synth 
until $ 
(synth GE 1 AND synth LE 3) 
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; No errorbars 
er='n' 
 
; Store info if one plot selected 
swin=sset 
 
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;   EXTRACT DATA AND PLOT 
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
; Data and parameters are extracted for each data set that is in the loop. 
; If chosen by the user, slant path data will be extracted from 'synthextract' 
; procedure. All relevant values are sent into the 'oscplot' procedure where 
; the actual plotting takes place. 
 
; Set graphic device to windows and load colortable #39 
set_plot,'win' 
loadct,39 
device,decomposed=0 
 
; All plots 
if(sset EQ 0) then begin 
 
    ; Switch to multiple plots 
    zterm=-1 
 
    ; Loop procedure for all data sets 
    for sset=1,jj do begin 
 
       ; Define parameters for specific data set 
        avla=string(aa2(sset-1)) 
        avlo=string(aa3(sset-1)) 
        avea=string(bb2(sset-1)) 
        latstor(sset-1)=avla 
        lonstor(sset-1)=avlo 
 
        ; Extract the specific data set 
        wav(*)=wn((sset-1),*) 
        rad(*)=rd((sset-1),*) 
        sde(*)=sd((sset-1),*)/sqrt(bb3(sset-1)); 
        wminstor(sset-1)=wav(0) 
        wmaxstor(sset-1)=wav(npts-1) 
        wmin=wav(0) 
        wmax=wav(npts-1) 
 
       ; Determine the focal plane and the resolution 
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        if (wav(0) LE 500) then fp='1' 
        if (wav(0) GE 501 AND wav(0) LE 900) then fp='3' 
        if (wav(0) GE 901) then fp='4' 
        if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+0.25) then ga='0.5' 
        if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+1) then ga='2.8' 
 
        ; Find and extract synthetic data 
        if (synth EQ 2 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
 
            ; Extract synthetic data from file 
            swrs = synthextract(aa2,sset,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,ga,avla,tp) 
 
         ; Case: no slant path file was found 
             if (swrs(0) EQ 1) then begin 
               swav=0 
               srad=0 
 
         ; Case: slant path file was found 
             endif else begin 
                swrs_size=size(swrs) 
                swav=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
                srad=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
                ssde=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
 
                ; Split "swrs" into separate arrays 
                for xc=0,swrs_size(1)/3-1 do swav(xc)=swrs(xc) 
                for xc=swrs_size(1)/3,2*swrs_size(1)/3-1 do srad(xc-swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
                for xc=2*swrs_size(1)/3,swrs_size(1)-1 do ssde(xc-2*swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
              endelse 
 
       ; No synthetic data selected 
        endif else begin 
            swav=fltarr(1) 
            srad=fltarr(1) 
            swav(0)=0 
            srad(0)=0 
        endelse 
 
        ;Plot the selected data set 
        if (synth EQ 1 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
            OSCplot,wav,rad,sde,sset,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
            synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,sset,zterm 
        endif 
        if (synth EQ 2 AND swrs(0) NE 1) then begin 
            OSCplot,swav,srad,sde,sset,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
            synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,sset,zterm 
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        endif 
 
        ; Saving some information 
        nwin=sset 
        synwin=nwin+1 
        for syn=0,nwin do synstor(syn)=synth 
        endfor 
 
; Single plot only 
endif else begin 
 
    ; Switch to single plot 
    zterm=-1 
 
    ; Define parameters for specific data set 
    avla=string(aa2(sset-1)) 
    avlo=string(aa3(sset-1)) 
    avea=string(bb2(sset-1)) 
    latstor(0)=avla 
    lonstor(0)=avlo 
 
    ; Extract the specific data set 
    wav(*)=wn((sset-1),*) 
    rad(*)=rd((sset-1),*) 
    sde(*)=sd((sset-1),*)/sqrt(bb3(sset-1)); 
    wminstor(0)=wav(0) 
    wmaxstor(0)=wav(npts-1) 
    wmin=wav(0) 
    wmax=wav(npts-1) 
 
    ; Determine the focal plane and the resolution 
    if (wav(0) LE 500) then fp='1' 
    if (wav(0) GE 501 AND wav(0) LE 900) then fp='3' 
    if (wav(0) GE 901) then fp='4' 
    if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+0.25) then ga='0.5' 
    if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+1) then ga='2.8' 
 
    ; Find and extract synthetic data 
    if (synth EQ 2 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
 
        ; Extract synthetic data from file 
        swrs = synthextract(aa2,sset,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,ga,avla,tp) 
 
       ; Case: no slant path file was found 
        if (swrs(0) EQ 1) then begin 
            swav=0 
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            srad=0 
 
       ; Case: slant path file was found 
        endif else begin 
            swrs_size=size(swrs) 
            swav=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
            srad=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
            ssde=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
 
            ; Split "swrs" into separate arrays 
            for xc=0,swrs_size(1)/3-1 do swav(xc)=swrs(xc) 
            for xc=swrs_size(1)/3,2*swrs_size(1)/3-1 do srad(xc-swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
            for xc=2*swrs_size(1)/3,swrs_size(1)-1 do ozz1(xc-2*swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
        endelse 
 
    ; No synthetic data selected 
    endif else begin 
        swav=fltarr(1) 
        srad=fltarr(1) 
        swav(0)=0 
        srad(0)=0 
    endelse 
 
    ;Plotting procedure 
    if (synth EQ 1 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
        OSCplot,wav,rad,sde,sset,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
        synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,sset,zterm 
    endif 
    if (synth EQ 2 AND swrs(0) NE 1) then begin 
        OSCplot,swav,srad,sde,sset,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
        synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,sset,zterm 
    endif 
 
    ; Saving some information 
    nwin=1 
    synstor(0)=synth 
    synwin=2 
 
endelse 
 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;   USER OPTIONS 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
; Start various options 
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option='' 
while not (option EQ 4) do begin 
    print,'' 
    repeat read,$ 
    'Select next action (1=print out plot(s), 2=save plot(s) to image file, 3=zoom plot(s), 
4=exit program):',$ 
    option until (option GE 1 AND option LE 4) 
 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;   OPTION #1 - Print out plot(s) 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    if (option EQ 1) then begin 
 
    ; The user selects the plot or plots to be printed out. Depending on choice 
    ; matching strings are created from the storage arrays values. The previously 
    ; saved postscript files are searched with these strings. The resulting 
    ; filepath and filename is sent to a DOS prompt where the program PrFile is 
    ; called and automatically opens the file. The user has to exit PrFile in order 
    ; to continue. 
 
        ; User input -> Select plot 
        print,'' 
        psave='' 
        read,'Which plot do you want to print out (a=all, b=all zoomed)?',psave 
 
        ; Case all files -> 
        if (psave EQ 'a' OR psave EQ 'b') then begin 
 
            if (psave EQ 'a') then ip=1 
            if (psave EQ 'b') then ip=jj+1 
            for psaves=ip,nwin do begin 
 
          ; Find values for specific file 
                if (synstor(psaves-1) EQ 1) then syn='obs' 
                if (synstor(psaves-1) EQ 2) then syn='syn' 
                if (synstor(psaves-1) EQ 3) then syn='com' 
                lat=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",latstor(psaves-1)),2) 
                lon=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",lonstor(psaves-1)),2) 
                xs1=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wminstor(psaves-1)),2) 
                xs2=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wmaxstor(psaves-1)),2) 
 
          ; Find and send file to PrFile 
                pfile=''+time+'-g'+string(ga)+'-('+lat+','+lon+')-['+xs1+'-'+xs2+']-'+syn+'.ps' 
                filepick=''+drive+':\CIRS\Postscripts\'+folder+'\'+year+'\'+ln+$ 
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                '\FP'+fp+'\g'+ga+'\'+pfile+'' 
                spawn, 'prfile32.exe '+filepick+'' 
            endfor 
 
       ; Case one file -> 
        endif else begin 
 
         psaves=uint(psave) 
         ; Find values for specific file 
            if (synstor(psaves-1) EQ 1) then syn='obs' 
            if (synstor(psaves-1) EQ 2) then syn='syn' 
            if (synstor(psaves-1) EQ 3) then syn='com' 
            lat=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",latstor(psaves-1)),2) 
            lon=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",lonstor(psaves-1)),2) 
            xs1=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wminstor(psaves-1)),2) 
            xs2=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wmaxstor(psaves-1)),2) 
 
         ; Find and send file to PrFile 
            pfile=''+time+'-g'+string(ga)+'-('+lat+','+lon+')-['+xs1+'-'+xs2+']-'+syn+'.ps' 
            filepick=''+drive+':\CIRS\Postscripts\'+folder+'\'+year+'\'+ln+$ 
            '\FP'+fp+'\g'+ga+'\'+pfile+'' 
            spawn, 'prfile32.exe '+filepick+'' 
        endelse 
 
    endif 
 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;   OPTION #2 - Save plot(s) in PNG-format 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    if(option EQ 2) then begin 
 
    ; The user selects the plot or plots to be saved. Depending on choice 
    ; matching strings are created from the storage arrays values. These are 
    ; used only if the user chooses to save the plot under a default filename. 
    ; The plot is saved by creating a screen dump of the window, and the format is 
    ; png. 
 
        ; User input -> choose plot 
        numb='' 
        read,'Which plot do you want to save (a=all, b=all zoomed)?',numb 
 
        ; Case all files -> 
        if (numb EQ 'a' OR numb EQ 'b') then begin 
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            ; User input -> filename 
            filp='' 
            read,'Type the common filename (0=default): ',filp 
 
            ; Convert string to integer 
            filpo=0 
            if (filp EQ '0') then filpo=1 
 
            ; Loop through all windows 
 
            if (numb EQ 'a') then ip=1 
            if (numb EQ 'b') then ip=jj+1 
            for imsave=ip,nwin do begin 
 
          ; Get screen dump from specific window 
                set_plot,'win' 
                wset,imsave 
                a=tvrd(true=1) 
                tvlct,r,g,b,/get 
 
                if (filpo EQ 1) then begin 
 
              ; Find values for specific window/plot and name the image file 
                   if (synstor(imsave-1) EQ 1) then syn='obs' 
                   if (synstor(imsave-1) EQ 2) then syn='syn' 
                   if (synstor(imsave-1) EQ 3) then syn='com' 
                   lat=strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",latstor(imsave-1)),2) 
                   lon=strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",lonstor(imsave-1)),2) 
                   xs1=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wminstor(imsave-1)),2) 
                   xs2=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wmaxstor(imsave-1)),2) 
                   picfile=''+time+'-g'+string(ga)+'-('+lat+','+lon+')-['+xs1+'-'+xs2+']-'+syn 
                endif else begin 
                    picfile=''+filp+''+strtrim(string(imsave),2) 
                endelse 
 
         ; Create the image file 
            write_png,filepath(picfile+'.png',root_dir=''+drive+':\CIRS\Plot Images\'$ 
            +folder+'\'+year+'\'+ln+'\FP'+fp+'\g'+ga+''),a,r,g,b 
 
            endfor 
 
       ; Case one file -> 
        endif else begin 
 
         numbs=uint(numb) 
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         ; Get screen dump from specific window 
            set_plot,'win' 
            wset,numbs 
            a=tvrd(true=1) 
            tvlct,r,g,b,/get 
 
            read,'Type the filename (0=default): ',filp 
            if (filp EQ '0') then begin 
 
            ; Find values for specific window/plot and name the image file 
                if (synstor(numbs-1) EQ 1) then syn='obs' 
                if (synstor(numbs-1) EQ 2) then syn='syn' 
                if (synstor(numbs-1) EQ 3) then syn='com' 
                lat=strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",latstor(numbs-1)),2) 
                lon=strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",lonstor(numbs-1)),2) 
                xs1=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wminstor(numbs-1)),2) 
                xs2=strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wmaxstor(numbs-1)),2) 
                filp=''+time+'-g'+string(ga)+'-('+lat+','+lon+')-['+xs1+'-'+xs2+']-'+syn 
 
            endif 
 
         ; Create the image file 
            write_png,filepath(filp+'.png',root_dir=''+drive+':\CIRS\Plot Images\'$ 
            +folder+'\'+year+'\'+ln+'\FP'+fp+'\g'+ga+''),a,r,g,b 
 
        endelse 
        print,'' 
        print,'Plot saved.' 
 
    endif 
 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;   OPTION #3 - Zoom plot(s) 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
; Note! Similar procedure as first part of the program. 
 
    if(option EQ 3) then begin 
 
       ;................... 
       ; User's definitions 
       ;................... 
 
        ; User input -> select plot to be zoomed in 
        repeat read,'Which plot do you want to zoom in (0=all)?',zwin until $ 
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        (zwin LE jj AND zwin GE 0) 
        print,'' 
 
        ; User input -> select data 
        repeat read,'Select data (1=observed data, 2=synthetic data, 3=both combined)?'$ 
        ,synth until (synth GE 1 AND synth LE 3) 
 
        ; User input -> select wave number range 
        print,'' 
        repeat read,'Wave number range from: ',wmin until (wmin GE 0) 
        repeat read,'to: ',wmax until (wmax GT wmin) 
 
        ; User inputs -> tick intervals, error bars and comments 
        print,'' 
        repeat read,'Type the tick intervals in this range (0=default):',xti $ 
        until (xti GE 0) 
        repeat read,'Include error bars (y/n)?',er until (er EQ 'y' OR er EQ 'n') 
        co='' 
        repeat read,'Any comments (y/n)?',co until (er EQ 'y' OR er EQ 'n') 
        if (co EQ 'y') then begin 
            comment='' 
            read,'Write your comment: ',comment 
            comment='Comment: '+comment+'' 
        endif 
 
       ;................... 
       ; Plotting procedure 
       ;................... 
 
       ; Data and parameters are extracted for each data set that is in the loop. 
       ; If chosen by the user, slant path data will be extracted from 'synthextract' 
       ; procedure. All relevant values are sent into the 'oscplot' procedure where 
       ; the actual plotting takes place. 
 
       ; Switch to zoom 
       zterm=0 
 
       ; Case all plots -> 
        if (zwin EQ 0) then begin 
 
         ; Loop through all plots 
            for zwin=1,jj do begin 
 
                ; Window counter 
                nwin=nwin+1 
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                ; Define parameters for specific data set 
                avla=string(aa2(zwin-1)) 
                avlo=string(aa3(zwin-1)) 
                avea=string(bb2(zwin-1)) 
                latstor(nwin-1)=avla 
                lonstor(nwin-1)=avlo 
                synstor(nwin-1)=synth 
 
                ; Extract the specific data set 
                wav=fltarr(npts) 
                rad=fltarr(npts) 
                sde=fltarr(npts) 
                wav(*)=wn((zwin-1),*) 
                rad(*)=rd((zwin-1),*) 
                sde(*)=sd((zwin-1),*)/sqrt(bb3(zwin-1)) 
                wminstor(nwin-1)=wmin 
                wmaxstor(nwin-1)=wmax 
 
              ; Determine the focal plane and the resolution 
               if (wav(0) LE 500) then fp='1' 
               if (wav(0) GE 501 AND wav(0) LE 900) then fp='3' 
               if (wav(0) GE 901) then fp='4' 
               if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+0.25) then ga='0.5' 
               if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+1) then ga='2.8' 
 
                if (synth EQ 2 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
 
                   ; Extract synthetic data from file 
 
                    swrs = synthextract(aa2,zwin,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,ga,avla,tp) 
 
              ; Case: no slant path file was found 
                   if (swrs(0) EQ 1) then begin 
                      swav=0 
                      srad=0 
 
              ; Case: slant path file was found 
                    endif else begin 
                       swrs_size=size(swrs) 
                       swav=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
                       srad=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
                       ssde=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
 
                       ; Split "swrs" into separate arrays 
                       for xc=0,swrs_size(1)/3-1 do swav(xc)=swrs(xc) 
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                       for xc=swrs_size(1)/3,2*swrs_size(1)/3-1 do srad(xc-
swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
                       for xc=2*swrs_size(1)/3,swrs_size(1)-1 do ssde(xc-
2*swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
                   endelse 
 
          ; No synthetic data selected 
                endif else begin 
                     swav=fltarr(1) 
                     srad=fltarr(1) 
                     swav(0)=0 
                     srad(0)=0 
                 endelse 
 
          ; Plotting procedure 
               if (synth EQ 1 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
                    OSCplot,wav,rad,sde,nwin,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
                    synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,zwin,zterm,comment 
               endif 
               if (synth EQ 2 AND swrs(0) NE 1) then begin 
                   OSCplot,swav,srad,sde,nwin,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
                   synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,zwin,zterm,comment 
               endif 
 
            endfor 
 
       ; Case one plot -> 
        endif else begin 
 
         ; Window counter 
            nwin=nwin+1 
 
            ; If one plot only 
            if (swin GE 1) then zwin=swin 
 
            ; Define parameters for specific data set 
            avla=string(aa2(zwin-1)) 
            avlo=string(aa3(zwin-1)) 
            avea=string(bb2(zwin-1)) 
            latstor(nwin-1)=aa2(zwin-1) 
            lonstor(nwin-1)=aa3(zwin-1) 
            synstor(nwin-1)=synth 
 
            ; Extract the specific data set 
            wav=fltarr(npts) 
            rad=fltarr(npts) 
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            sde=fltarr(npts) 
            wav(*)=wn((zwin-1),*) 
            rad(*)=rd((zwin-1),*) 
            sde(*)=sd((zwin-1),*)/sqrt(bb3(zwin-1)) 
            wminstor(nwin-1)=wmin 
            wmaxstor(nwin-1)=wmax 
 
             ; Determine the focal plane and the resolution 
                if (wav(0) LE 500) then fp='1' 
                if (wav(0) GE 501 AND wav(0) LE 900) then fp='3' 
                if (wav(0) GE 901) then fp='4' 
                if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+0.25) then ga='0.5' 
                if (wav(1) EQ wav(0)+1) then ga='2.8' 
 
            if (synth EQ 2 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
 
                ; Extract synthetic data from file 
                swrs = synthextract(aa2,zwin,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,ga,avla,orbit) 
 
                ; Case: no slant path file was found 
                if (swrs(0) EQ 1) then begin 
                    swav=0 
                    srad=0 
 
                ; Case: slant path file was found 
                endif else begin 
                    swrs_size=size(swrs) 
                    swav=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
                    srad=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
                    ssde=fltarr(swrs_size(1)/3) 
 
                    ; Split "swrs" into separate arrays 
                    for xc=0,swrs_size(1)/3-1 do swav(xc)=swrs(xc) 
                    for xc=swrs_size(1)/3,2*swrs_size(1)/3-1 do srad(xc-
swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
                    for xc=2*swrs_size(1)/3,swrs_size(1)-1 do ssde(xc-
2*swrs_size(1)/3)=swrs(xc) 
                endelse 
 
            ; No synthetic data selected 
            endif else begin 
                swav=fltarr(1) 
                srad=fltarr(1) 
                swav(0)=0 
                srad(0)=0 
            endelse 
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            ; Plotting procedure 
            if (synth EQ 1 OR synth EQ 3) then begin 
                OSCplot,wav,rad,sde,nwin,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
                synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,zwin,zterm,comment 
            endif 
            if (synth EQ 2 AND swrs(0) NE 1) then begin 
                OSCplot,swav,srad,sde,nwin,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
                synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,zwin,zterm,comment 
            endif 
 
        endelse 
    endif 
endwhile 
 
print,'' 
print,'Program ended.' 
 
end 
 
 
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; 
;IMPORTANT VARIABLES AND ARRAYS IN CIRSPLOT 
; 
;STRINGS 
;avea = Average emission angle 
;avla = Average latitude 
;avlo = Average longitude 
;comment = the user's own comment 
;ema = Emission angle range 
;er = error bars: y/n 
;filp = filename of the saved plot picture 
;folder = body: Titan/Saturn 
;fp = focal plane: 1/3/4 
;ga = gamma resolution: 0.5/2.8 
;ln = scanning mode: Nadir/Limb 
;nl = scanning mode: N/L 
;post = user's option selection 
;time = orbit and time period - first part of the filename 
;orbit = orbit: t?/s? 
;year = year: 200? 
 
;NUMBERS 
;npts = number of points in each set in the opened data file 
;nsets = number of sets in opened file 
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;numb = user's selection of plots to be saved as images 
;nwin = number of windows opened 
;psave/psaves = user's selection of plots to be printed out 
;sset = selected set(s) 
;wmax = largest x-value in plot 
;wmin = smallest x-value in plot 
;xti = tickmark number 
;zterm = condition number for different plots in oscplot 
 
;ARRAYS 
;aaa/bbb = collected header information for every data set 
;latstor = stored latitudes 
;lonstor = stored longitudes 
;rd = all radiances from file 
;sd = all standard deviations from file 
;wn = all wave numbers from file 
;rad = y-axis -> radiance 
;sde = standard deviation 
;wav = x-axis -> wave number 
;srad = y-axis -> synthetic radiance 
;swav = x-axis -> synthetic wave number 
;swrs = common array for srad, ssde and swav 
;wmaxstor = largest x-values stored for each plot 
;wminstor = smallest x-values stored for each plot 
 
OSCplot 
 
; OSCplot - Plotting procedures for cirsplot and cirsscript. 
; 
; This procedure defines a couple of strings needed for showing information about the 
; plot. The plotting itself is conducted in postscript and windows formats. From 
; the choices in cirsplot, observed and slant path files can be printed separately or 
; together. Other choices include errorbars and tickmark intervals. 
; 
; Transferred strings and arrays are: 
; 
; wav = wave numbers 
; rad = radiances 
; sde = standard deviations 
; sset = window/plot number 
; avla = average latitude 
; avlo = average longitude 
; avea = average emission angle 
; ga = gamma resolution 
; drive = drive where file is found 
; folder = the body that is measured 
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; year = year of measurement 
; ln = scanning mode 
; fp = focal plane 
; synth = parameter for synthetic data plotting 
; wmin & wmax = defined range of wave number to be plotted 
; xti = tick interval 
; er = parameter for errorbar plotting 
; swav,srad = synthetic data of wave number and radiance 
; time = first part of filename where orbit, month and year are given 
; bb3 = number of scans 
; cwin = sset = window/plot number 
; zterm = parameter for plotting mode 
; comment = user comment or molecule 
; 
; Native variables are: 
; 
; lst = linestyle 
; scans = number of scans 
; wrdiff = wave number range in plot 
; yfel = check for standard deviation in file 
 
 
PRO OSCplot,wav,rad,sde,sset,avla,avlo,avea,ga,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,$ 
synth,wmin,wmax,xti,er,swav,srad,time,bb3,cwin,zterm,comment 
 
;............ 
; Settings 
;............ 
 
; Get current time and date from the computer clock 
now=systime() 
ti1=strmid(time,3,2) 
ti2=strmid(time,6,2) 
o=strmid(time,1,1) 
 
; Write the number of scans into a string 
if (bb3(cwin-1) LE 9.9999) then $ 
scans=strmid(strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",bb3(cwin-1)),2),0,1) 
if (bb3(cwin-1) LE 99.9999 AND bb3(cwin-1) GE 10.0000) then $ 
scans=strmid(strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",bb3(cwin-1)),2),0,2) 
if (bb3(cwin-1) LE 999.9999 AND bb3(cwin-1) GE 100.0000) then $ 
scans=strmid(strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",bb3(cwin-1)),2),0,3) 
if (bb3(cwin-1) LE 9999.9999 AND bb3(cwin-1) GE 1000.0000) then $ 
scans=strmid(strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",bb3(cwin-1)),2),0,4) 
 
; Get the size of the "wav"-array 
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xsize=size(wav) 
 
; Automate errorbar interval 
wrdiff=wmax-wmin 
if (wrdiff LE 1) then skip=5 
if (wrdiff LE 10 AND wrdiff GE 1) then skip=10 
if (wrdiff LE 40 AND wrdiff GE 10) then skip=20 
if (wrdiff GE 40) then skip=40 
 
; Part of postscript filename 
if (synth EQ 1) then syn='obs' 
if (synth EQ 2) then syn='syn' 
if (synth EQ 3) then syn='com' 
 
; Set plot/window count 
if (zterm EQ -2) then nwin=1 
if (zterm GE -1) then nwin=sset 
 
; Set linestyle & color 
if (synth EQ 2) then begin 
    lst=5 
    os='Synthetic ' 
endif else begin 
    lst=0 
    os='' 
endelse 
 
;....................... 
; Plotting procedure 
;....................... 
 
; A plot is made in both windows and postscript formats. The postscripts will 
; automatically be saved as files in the postscript directory, with appropiate 
; filenames. The window plots are shown in separate, non-changeable windows. 
 
; Do plot in both windows and postscript formats 
for idevice=1,2 do begin 
 
    ; Windows format 
    if (idevice EQ 1) then begin 
 
        set_plot,'win' 
        device,decomposed=0 
        loadct,39 
        ;device,bypass_translation=0 
        window,sset,xsize=840,ysize=700,color=256,title=''$ 
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        +strtrim(string(format="(f8.0)",nwin),2)+' Plot' 
 
    ; Postscript format 
    endif else begin 
       set_plot,'ps' 
       filnam=filepath(''+time+'-g'+string(ga)+'-('+strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",avla),2)+$ 
       ','+strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",avlo),2)+$ 
       ')-['+strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wmin),2)+'-'+$ 
       strtrim(string(format="(f8.1)",wmax),2)+']-'+syn+'.ps',$ 
       root_dir=''+drive+':\CIRS\Postscripts\'+folder+'\'+year+'\'+ln+'\FP'+fp+'\g'+ga+'') 
       device,filename=filnam(0),/landscape,/inches,/color,bits_per_pixel=8,$ 
       xsize=10.0,ysize=7.0 
    endelse 
 
    ; Case no zooming -> 
    if (zterm LE -1) then begin 
 
       ; Plot 
        plot,wav,rad,background=255,color=0,pos=[0.15,0.15,0.95,0.95],$ 
        title='!5'+os+'IR spectrum from '+folder+'',xtitle="!5Wavenumber (cm!U-1!N)",$ 
        ytitle="!5Radiance (W cm!U-2!N sr!U-1!N/cm!U-1!N)",$ 
        subtitle='!C!5Av Latitude = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",avla),2)+$ 
        '!9%!5,  Av Longitude = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",avlo),2)+$ 
        '!9%!5,  Av Emission Angle = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",avea),2)+$ 
        '!9%!5  !C Gamma resolution = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",ga),2)+$ 
        ',  # of scans = '+scans+',  Orbit: '+o+',  Observation period: '+ti1+'/'+ti2+$ 
        '!C!C Date of plot: '+now+'',xtickinterval=xti,xticks=12,$ 
        ticklen=1.0,xgridstyle=1,ygridstyle=1,linestyle=lst 
 
    ; Case zooming -> 
    endif else begin 
 
       ; Automated tick interval 
        if (xti EQ 0) then xti=(wmax-wmin)/10 
 
        ; Plot 
        plot,wav,rad,background=255,color=0,pos=[0.15,0.15,0.95,0.95],$ 
        title='!5'+os+'IR spectrum from '+folder+'',xtitle="!5Wavenumber (cm!U-1!N)",$ 
        ytitle="!5Radiance (W cm!U-2!N sr!U-1!N/cm!U-1!N)",$ 
        subtitle='!C!5Av Latitude = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",avla),2)+$ 
        '!9%!5,  Av Longitude = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",avlo),2)+$ 
        '!9%!5,  Av Emission Angle = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",avea),2)+$ 
        '!9%!5  !C Gamma resolution = '+strtrim(string(format="(f8.2)",ga),2)+$ 
        ',  # of scans = '+scans+',  Orbit: '+o+',  Observation period: '+ti1+'/'+ti2+$ 
        '!C Date of plot: '+now+'!C'+comment+'',xtickinterval=xti,xticks=12,$ 
        ticklen=1.0,xgridstyle=1,ygridstyle=1,linestyle=lst,xrange=[wmin,wmax] 
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    endelse 
 
    ; Add synthetic data line if chosen 
    if (synth EQ 3 AND swav(0) NE 0 AND srad(0) NE 0) then begin 
        oplot,swav,srad,color=70,linestyle=2 
    endif 
 
    ; Add errorbars if chosen 
    !p.background=255 
    !p.color=0 
    yfel=strtrim(sde(0),2) 
    if (er EQ 'y' AND yfel NE 'NaN' AND yfel NE 'Inf') then begin 
        oploterror,wav,rad,sde,errcolor=220,nskip=skip 
    endif 
 
    ; Close postscript device 
    if(idevice eq 2) then begin 
       device,/close 
    endif 
 
endfor 
 
end 
 
Synthextract 
 
; Function - Extract synthetic data from specific files. 
 
; Synthextract searches for a matching slant path file to be used in the plotting 
; procedure. The files are divided into latitude bins of 10 degrees. If file is 
; found, the wave number and radiance data are recorded into arrays. In order 
; to return the data to cirsplot, these arrays are put into one common array. 
; 
; Transferred strings and arrays are: 
; 
; aa2 = average latitude array 
; sset = plot/window number 
; drive = drive where file is found 
; folder = the body that is measured 
; year = year of measurement 
; ln = scanning mode 
; fp = focal plane 
; ga = gamma resolution 
; avla = average latitude 
; tp = orbit 
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; 
; Native variables are: 
; 
; synfile = slant path file 
; xc = adds slant path data into one common array 
 
function synthextract,aa2,sset,drive,folder,year,ln,fp,ga,avla,tp 
 
synfile='' 
 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;SEARCH SLANTH PATH FILE 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
;The correct slant path file is searched through looking for the matching latitude 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -90 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -80) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-90_-80*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -80 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -70) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-80_-70*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -70 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -60) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-70_-60*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -60 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -50) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-60_-50*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -50 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -40) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-50_-40*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -40 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -30) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-40_-30*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -30 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -20) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-30_-20*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -20 AND aa2(sset-1) LE -10) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
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'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-20_-10*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE -10 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 0) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat-10_0*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 0 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 10) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat0_10*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 10 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 20) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat10_20*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 20 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 30) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat20_30*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 30 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 40) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat30_40*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 40 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 50) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat40_50*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 50 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 60) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat50_60*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 60 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 70) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat60_70*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 70 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 80) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat70_80*.plt') 
 
if (aa2(sset-1) GE 80 AND aa2(sset-1) LE 90) then $ 
synfile=file_search(''+drive+':/CIRS/Slant Paths/'+folder+'/'+year+'/'+ln+'/'+tp+$ 
'/FP'+fp+'/g'+ga+'','*lat80_90*.plt') 
 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; READ SLANT PATH DATA FILE 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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synfile2=synfile(0) 
 
; Case slant path file exists -> 
if (synfile2 NE '') then begin 
 
    ; Create arrays for slant path data 
    iicnt=file_lines(synfile2) 
    swav=fltarr(iicnt) 
    srad=fltarr(iicnt) 
    ssde=fltarr(iicnt) 
 
    ; Read the data and write it into arrays 
    openr,12,synfile2 
    for kk=0,iicnt-1 do begin 
        readf,12,ox1,oy1,oz1 
        swav(kk)=ox1 
        srad(kk)=oy1 
        ssde(kk)=oz1 
    endfor 
    close,12 
 
    ; Put individual data arrays into a common array 
    swrs=fltarr(3*iicnt) 
    for xc=0,iicnt-1 do swrs(xc)=swav(xc) 
    for xc=iicnt,2*iicnt-1 do swrs(xc)=srad(xc-iicnt) 
    for xc=2*iicnt,3*iicnt-1 do swrs(xc)=ssde(xc-2*iicnt) 
 
; Case no slant path file is found -> 
endif else begin 
 
    ; Create an empty array 
    swrs=fltarr(1) 
    swrs(0)=1 
    print,'Slant path file not found; lat '+strmid(strtrim(avla,2),0,4) 
 
endelse 
 
; Exit procedure and return slant path data to main program 
return,swrs 
 
end 
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